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PARAMOUNT HOTEL, a legendary hotel located in Times 

Square, New York, is the latest place where you can 

find the international lighting brand Delightfull.

The distinguished New Yorker space selected 

Delightfull to create an installation in the central 

lobby which features a total of 27 hanging lamps 

Coltrane, elegantly suspended by a string.

New York was also the scene of the international 

MASSIMO DUTTI’s latest project, which requested 

the services of the lighting brand for the central 

New York store, located in the notorious V avenue.

This time, in order to incorporate the sober version 

of wall lamps Coltrane, whose elegance feeds 

visitors’ eyes.

DELIGHTFULL IN MULTIMILLIONAIRE PROJECT IN NEW YORK

MILAN DESIGN WEEK 2013: DELIGHTFULL’S HIGHLIGHTS

Delightfull participates in the Milan Design Week  2013 which takes place between 9th and 14th of April. 

Certainly not only in space Euroluce, hall 13, stand G09, where it has already confirmed the presence, but 

also in multiple places that catalyze the city’s design.

Color, innovation, versatility, style and vintage ... definitely a modern twist: these are some of the characteristics 

that justify the growing success of the lighting brand that displays for the first time the COSMO suspension 

lamp at the event dedicated to the sector, Euroluce, as well as New Graphic Collection, whose lyrics M et E 

promise to attract visitors with its vibrating lighting.

Required by renowned Italian brands like Minotti,  it will display its products also in Salone Internazionale 

Del Mobile, at Hall 02, Stand C20.  Delightfull will also be at stand Lema-Hall 7 Stand B15-C24 and Novamobili 

- Hall 08 Stand C27-D26.

If Milan is breathing design, so are our designers, who are visiting the multiple showrooms sitting in their 

cute DRYDRILL bikes. After visiting the exciting Brera Design District, it’s time to return to Euroluce, where 

Paupério cookies and Meia Dúzia’s jams will sate their appetite at Hall 13 Stand G09… It’s automatic: you’ll 

be rendered not only to PAUPÉRIO’s vintage packaging  and MEIA DUZIA’s colorful look but also to its taste. 

Yummy!
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